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Editorial
Our humble apologies for the long silence between the last newsletter and this one – 2013 was
another hectic year as we spent about three months on safaris in the Kruger, two weeks in the
Kgalagadi and two weeks in southern Namibia obtaining material for our upcoming Kgalagadi,
Kruger and Namibia eBooks.
This year is also going to be a busy year as we are updating our Etosha eBook and will be
spending a lot more time in Namibia.
In this newsletter issue we look at buying photographic equipment and many photographers
think they have to have professional lenses in order to capture winning shots but that is simply
not true!
We discuss eBooks and have a download link to David du Chemin’s latest free eBook called
TEN.
Then we look at the couple who had their car overturned by an elephant in the Kruger Park but
even after all this publicity and the dangers of getting too close to elephants this Driver torments
another elephant in the Kruger – at least he got fined for his stupidity.
A few campers have complained about the two new lodges that have been built by Ta Shebube
on the Botswana side of the Kgalagadi and the main gripe is the “the lodges have chased all the
animals away”. That isn’t true as you will see from our article Beauty Sleep + Breakfast… or the
Beasts?
Then lastly we look at the floods that came late this year to the Kruger Park.

We hope you enjoy this issue!
Mario & Jenny Fazekas
Kruger-2-Kalahari
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The Price of Cameras and Lenses
It seems like prices of photo gear just keep increasing and salaries just cannot keep up.
We have always bought our cameras and lenses from local photo shops but the service we get
seems to be decreasing each year so we started looking elsewhere.
We purchased a Quantum flash system from a photo dealer in the UK, filters from Singh-Ray in
the USA and a Sigma lens from Amazon. The flash and filters are not available in South Africa
but the lens is so let’s show you a comparison of prices. We looked online and found three local
stores who stocked the Sigma 15mm f2.8 fisheye lens with prices between R6400 – R6799.00
and here are screenshots of their ads:

When we contacted these three stores
we are told the following:
“Sorry, that price is incorrect, it’s the
‘old price’ as we have not updated our
website in a while – the correct price is
actually R9 849.00!”

In addition, none of them
had stock – I would have
to wait ‘6 to 8 weeks’!
I then check on Amazon
and find the lens there and
order it & get it in 3 days!
I end up paying R6936.95
– that’s inclusive of
shipping and import duties!
I saved R2912.05!
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Is there an Affordable Super Telephoto Lens for Wildlife
Photography?
Last year I sold my Nikon 600mm f4 lens and bought the Nikon 80-400mm, which I use with a
1.4X Tele-converter to give me a 112-560mm lens. Some people told me I was crazy but the
shorter, lighter zoom lens better suits my style of photography. Sometimes I miss the 600 but
most times I am happy with the Nikon zoom.
The Nikon 80-400mm was criticized as being too expensive but what are your other options if
you want a super telephoto lens? The 600 & 500mm f4 and 400 & 300mm f2.8 lenses are all
very expensive. The Nikon and Canon 200-400 lenses are also expensive and heavy so that
leaves the 3rd party lenses such as Sigma, Tokina and Tamron.
I am skeptical about the quality and compatibility of these lenses after my bad experience with
the Sigma 300-800mm lens but Tamron has just announced a new 150-600mm F/5-6.3 VC
(Vibration Compensation) USD (Ultra Sonic Drive) telephoto zoom lens.
The Canon version is out and there are a few reviews of this lens on the net, most very
complimentary! The Nikon version is due to come out in March 2014. The recommended retail
price is US$1 070.00 or R14 000.00. This is half the price of the Nikon 80-400mm lens. To read
some of the reviews check out the following three websites:
Dxomark
Dustin Abbott
Fred Miranda
Will I be getting this lens? I won’t be getting rid of my Nikon 80-400mm but I may consider the
Tamron 150-600mm as a backup lens after I have tested one!
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Do you need a Professional Lens in order to be a
Successful Wildlife Photographer?
Firstly, what is a professional lens? A professional lens has the following distinguishing
characteristics:


A Maximum Aperture of f2.8 or even bigger. This allows for better light gathering for
faster shutter speeds and creating shallow depth to make subject ‘pop’.



A Constant Aperture that is available throughout the focal length range. This means that
when zooming, the aperture does not automatically change and get smaller.



Internal Focus, which allows the lens to focus without changing the length of the lens
and thereby turning the lens. This is important when using filters.



Quality Glass and Coatings, such as ED (Extra-low Dispersion), ASP (Aspherical lens
elements), SIC (Super Integrated Coating) and N (Nano Crystal Coat). All these lenses
and coatings ensure better sharpness, contrast and colour with less chromatic aberration.



All lenses have some Weather Sealing but pro lenses have extra! This ensures the lens
lasts longer and keeps mold and dust out.



Lastly, Professional Lenses tend to have SWM (‘Silent-Wave Focus Motors) for faster
and quieter focusing and VR (vibration reduction) to ensure shots are not blurred when
hand-holding.

So now you need to cash in some of your insurance policies and buy a 600mm f4, 400mm f2.8,
80-200mm f2.8 and 14-24mm f/2.8. For a nature / wildlife photographer you will be made! You
will be guaranteed great images that will win multiple photographic contests.
Not Quite! Let’s have a look at two photographers who won in the 2013 Wildlife Photographer of
the Year Competition:
Greg du Toit was the overall winner with his amazing image titled Essence of Elephants…
He obviously used a wide-angle lens so it must have been the 14-24mm f2.8 or the 28mm f1.4
not so? Nope – he used the mid-range 16-35mm f4 Nikon lens! I have this lens and paid about
R15 000.00 for it (B&H sells them for US$950.00). The image is so unusual that most wide
angle lenses would have worked under
those circumstances.
Greg used an aperture of f22, 1/30 sec, ISO
800 with polarizing filter, flash and cable
release on tripod.
His camera body was the Nikon D3s but the
D800 or D7100 would have produced
similar results.
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Now let’s look at the winner of the Behaviour – Mammals category. Joe McDonald, the famous
American photographer, won this category with his superb ‘The Spat’ shot of two mating
Jaguars. Yip, that’s how Jaguars do courtship!
The image is of fighting predators
so the lens must be a super
telephoto not so? A 600mm f4 or
400mm f2.8 with 2X teleconverter right?
Nope – he shot it with a
consumer lens, the Canon 70300mm f4.5-5.6! This lens retails
for R 6,595.00 (US$650.00 on
B&H)!

The camera body was the Canon
EOS-1D Mark IV. The lens was
zoomed to 170mm; 1/640 sec at
f5; ISO 800.
Joe was sitting in a boat on the Three Brothers River in Brazil’s Pantanal, sweltering in the hot
sun.
So what do these two winning shots tell us?


Firstly the camera brand doesn’t matter! One was Nikon and the other Canon.



Second, you don’t need top-of-the-range professional lenses. Use what you have
and learn how to use them.



Lastly, it’s the photographer and NOT the gear!

As David du Chemin says “Gear is Good, Vision is Better”!
David has published many eBooks on how you can improve your
photography by learning to have better vision instead of buying new
photo gear and he’s right. Yes, photo gear is important but even the
most expensive camera and lens will not make you a better
photographer. First you must learn how to use the gear you already
heave, learn about your subjects (if you are a wildlife photographer) and
then work on your creative vision.
David has already given away 3 of his eBooks, which links we sent you
in 2013, and this year he has decided to give away a 4 th eBook!
Please click on the image to download your free copy……
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Photo eBooks
“I would like to buy the Pilanesberg e-book, but at US$34 - around
R340 - it is not worth it - especially if it is just an e-book. For the
States it may sound cheap but to us South Africans it isn’t.”
I received the above email a few months back. I was going to reprint my whole long reply to this
person, where I reminded him that photographers spend hundreds of thousands of Rands on
photo gear, or even R500-R800,00 on a coffee table book that has just nice photos with no
information on how you can capture similar shots, or that It has cost us hundreds of thousands
of Rands on self-drive safaris, guided safaris, accommodation and trying out different photo
gear to see what works best, and we are sharing this with readers - so that they don’t have to
put in the time and expense that we had to – at a fraction of the costs we have incurred.
But then I decided the following quote from Morkel Erasmus does a much better job of
communicating the value of our eBooks…

“If you plan on visiting Etosha National Park, Namibia, on a self-drive safari and you want
to know how to best conduct your photography in the park, then I can highly recommend
‘The Photographer’s Guide to Etosha National Park’ eBook by Mario Fazekas of Kruger-2Kalahari.
It not only covers the fall of light in mornings and afternoons (and where to park) for each
waterhole in the park, but also recommends specific routes/drives to take from each of
the main camps. Even if you have been to Etosha before, this guide will provide a wealth
of information that may take you years to assimilate for yourself. Having it on-hand on
my iPad and iPhone during our recent visit was invaluable.
You can get more information and purchase the eBook at a VERY reasonable price here:
http://www.kruger-2-kalahari.com/photographers-guide-to-etosha.html”

For those of you who may not know Morkel, he is South African Wildlife and Landscape
Photographer who is passionate about the natural heritage of the African continent and he has a
Facebook page with over 77 000 followers!
To see some of Morkel’s amazing photographs check out his 500px page.
How I wish these types of park-specific eBooks were available when we first starting visiting
Etosha, Pilanesberg, Kgalagadi and the Kruger Park - I would gladly have paid many times the
eBook’s current cost to get this type of valuable information!
These aren’t empty words – we had over 100 hard-copy photography & safari books at home
and we have purchased about 30 eBooks over the past 3 years. These are our two most recent
purchases:
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1. Capture Namibia – A Practical Guide to Photographing Sossusvlei
The only Namibian park
we had visited in the
past was Etosha but at
the end of 2013 we
decided to do the
Gondwana southern
circuit and visit four
different deserts in
Namibia!
We did a lot of research
on the internet but there
was much information
that we could not find
and then we saw a
review of Hougaard
Malan’s new eBook on
the Wild Eye website.
The eBook provided us with the missing
information for Sossusvlei and we were able
to capture these types of shots that we
would have missed if not for the eBook.
Most visitors to Sossusvlei focus on only
Deadvlei and would miss the Cracked Mud
and Tree water drainage patterns.
I think 90% of visitors to Sossusvlei simply
walk or drive right by these two photo
opportunities!
To find out more about the eBook click on
the cover below…
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2. Star Photography – the Ultimate Star-Shooting E-Guide
I then saw an eBook on Star
Photography by Basie van Zyl, who has
subsequently died of cancer, and it is
full of good information that would take
you weeks to find by searching on the
net and you may still not find it all.
Some of the techniques the eBook will
teach you are how to capture Star Trail
images under various light conditions
not just on dark nights, how to calculate
accurate night exposure values - no
more guesswork and how to compose
and focus in the dark.

Photographing at night is generally not easy but especially photographing the stars!
We have been photographing at night for many years and it has taken us years to improve. This
eBook provides readers with a steep learning curve and if you implement what the author has
recommended you should get equally good images as he did.
We captured the stars at Deadvlei on our December trip to Sossusvlei. It was too early in the
evening for the Milky Way but the image is still effective…
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British Teacher’s Terror at Elephant Attack at Kruger National Park
in South Africa
I’m sure you have seen the video of the “enraged” elephant attacking the innocent visitors in the
Kruger Park? If not, you can watch it here.
You’ll notice that the car was far too close to the elephant who then gave the occupants not just
one, but THREE warnings to back off before rolling the car:

1. Front

3. Right

2. Left

4. No more warnings…!

What struck us about this story was the blame. At first the initial press articles, quoting the car
occupants, said that “Suddenly, the animal turned on them and pushed their car into the bush
for about 400m.” BLAME THE ELEPHANT!
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When watching the video you will see there was nothing ‘sudden’ about the attack. The elephant
gave them three chances to get away from him.
Then the video was released and the story changed - now the articles said that it was difficult to
find reverse gear in the hire car. BLAME THE CAR!
She (the driver) told the newspaper that she pleaded with the tourists not to publish the footage,
but days later the video went viral. Why would she not want the video to not be published if they
had done nothing wrong?
Then the car occupants accused the people in the other car of editing the video to make it look
like they were too close to the elephant! And in a final push to take the attention off them, she
said that the other visitors, who filmed them, had left them to die. BLAME THE VISITORS!
Yes, the other visitors who filmed the event should have stayed there and when the elephant
had moved off gone to see if the car occupants were alive and taken them to the nearest camp.
But this doesn’t take away the fact that the two victims were at fault and the elephant was
killed because they, it seems from the evidence, did not tell the truth.
The final articles mention that the male in the car has now started to go to Church to thank God
for saving their lives, and the woman will be joining him when she has recovered. In addition to
thanking God for their survival I think they should ask forgiveness for seemingly being
economical with the truth, but I guess only God knows who’s lying and telling the truth here!
Let’s take Daryl Balfour who was attacked by Tshokwane, one of the Kruger’s Big Tuskers in
the Kruger Park. Daryl was also hospitalized (for 4 months) but instead of blaming the elephant
he said “Please don’t let them shoot Tshokwane, please don’t let them shoot him, it was
all my own fault.”
The elephant in the first video is made out to be a vicious killer on the rampage yet what many
people don’t realize is that if he had wanted to kill the car occupants he could have.
The same with Daryl who says “I, however, still like to believe he knowingly left me alive that he let me live, for he had many
other means at his disposal & could
have killed me had he really wanted
to.”
Daryl is a true conservationist &
gentleman with no lies & no blame.
To read more about Daryl’s ‘Trampled
by Tshokwane’ story you can read his
interview or purchase his book,
African Elephants, A Celebration of
Majesty.
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Kruger-2-Kalahari – Google PageRank:5!
PageRank is a link analysis algorithm used by Google Search to rank websites in their search
engine results. PageRank is a way of measuring the importance of website pages. According to
Google:
PageRank works by counting the number and quality of links to a page to determine a rough
estimate of how important the website is. The underlying assumption is that more important
websites are likely to receive more links from other websites.
Every website is given a Google PageRank score between 0 and 10 on an exponential scale.
There are just a few PageRank 10 domains, such as USA.gov and Twitter.com as they have
the highest volume of inbound links of any sites on the web (in case you were wondering,
Facebook.com is a PR 9).
Kruger-2-Kalahari is now a PageRank 5 website, which means we have a good number of
inbound links, PR 3 and 4 sites have a fair amount, and brand new websites without any
inbound links pointing to them start at PageRank 0.

So thanks to You, our loyal followers, who have shared our page links on your blogs,
websites and social media – without you we would never have achieved this high ranking!
What this means to us is that when people search on Google for terns such as photo safari,
Etosha, Kruger Park, wildlife photography, etc., Kruger-2-Kalahari tends to appear in the top-10
results on the first search page, thereby pushing even more traffic to our website.
____________________________________________________________________________

Share Your Photos
We would love to hear from you so please remember to share your photos with us and other
visitors. It's such a waste 'hiding' your images on a computer or on a DVD where they cannot be
appreciated by others!
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Beauty-sleep + Breakfast… or the Beasts?
There are a few individuals who camp in the Kgalagadi Park who complain bitterly on social
media sites about the two new lodges that have been built on the Botswana side of the Park.
The comments were generally “We saw no animals while camping at Rooiputs as the new
lodge has chased them all away!”
Now this is nothing new – when the six wilderness camps were built back in 2002 I think it was
the same individuals who were whinging and whining about ‘their park’ being spoilt by these
horrible new camps. Some people just don’t like change and are selfish – the wilderness camps
have not spoilt the park but have given it new life, as have the three new private lodges - !Xaus,
Rooiputs and Polentswa.
The reason we are mentioning this is because some people who read the social media posts
said they were going to cancel their bookings at either the camp sites or lodges! Please don’t
listen to these complainers on social media – I think they are only happy when moaning! We
actually found the converse to be true – the camps attract the animals as they provide shade,
water and prey animals for food - and we have had some of our very best sightings from the
camps.
Why do some people ‘See Nothing’?
On our December 2013 trip we decided to experiment and see when people left the camps to go
on their game drives and what they saw and this is what we found on the one day:
05h15: we leave Rooiputs camp in order to reach the Nossob road at 05h30.
05h30: we scan Rooiputs waterhole but don’t see any animals so carry on towards Kij Kij.
05h50: we arrive at Kij Kij to find a male and two female lions…
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06h15: we spend 20 minutes photographing them before they walk up into the dunes.

07h10: we drive towards Melkvlei and see a lone cheetah stalking a springbok. The chase was
too soon and the springbok gets away.

The cheetah crosses the road and walks up to the top of the dune and disappears.
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07h25: we see a Honey Badger running in the Nossob riverbed. (All the shots were blurred as
we had switched the VR function off when photographing the cheetah on the dune).
07h50: we arrive at Melkvlei to use the toilets and then we started the journey back to camp.
Along the way we meet the game viewing vehicle from Rooiputs and then one of the campers
from Rooiputs campsite so we stopped to chat to both and find out what they had seen.
The game-viewing vehicle left camp about 15 minutes after us as the guests wanted coffee
and muffins, and they saw an adolescent cheetah at Rooiputs – it was jumpy and ran away
over the dunes. As they pulled off to leave the waterhole the camper’s vehicle drove out of the
camping site and onto the Nossob road – they missed the cheetah.
The Rooiputs game-viewing vehicle then arrived at Kij Kij and saw a brown hyena (the
campers were still somewhere behind them0 and then they came to Melkvlei. We spoke to the
campers, who left Rooiputs about 30 minutes after us and they had not seen any predators. (At
least they didn’t try to blame the lodge!)
We saw 3 lions, a honey badger + a cheetah; the game-viewing vehicle saw another cheetah
+ a brown hyena while the campers didn’t see any predators. These are five different potential
sightings that the campers could have seen - if they were disciplined and got up earlier and/or
took breakfast with them in the vehicle.
The moral of the story is that the earlier you leave camp the more sightings you tend to have as
the predators are most active after sunset and before sunrise. But you could also leave too early
– we missed the cheetah at Rooiputs – either because it was still dark or he had not yet arrived
at the waterhole. If we had seen the cheetah, however, we may have missed the lions and/or
the other cheetah, which were better subjects to photograph as there was more light available.
You need to decide how important seeing the predators is and then change your routine
accordingly – and please don’t blame the lodges because you value beauty sleep and breakfast
over having good sightings!
For more information on the two exciting new Kgalagadi camps on the Botswana side of the
park, please visit Ta Shebube’s website.
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Kruger Park Floods – 2014
We decided to spend a weekend in the park the first week of March and thought that there
would be no floods this year as they usually happen in January or February. We were wrong!
We spent one night at Berg en Dal and then 3 nights at Sabi River Sun in Hazyview.

The image above of the Crocodile River was captured, from the high-level bridge at Malelane
Gate, the day we arrived and the image below the day we left the park! (2 days later the river
was again flooding)
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We popped into Lower Sabie and saw them putting the finishing touches to the new Mugg &
Bean Restaurant… I’m sure anything will be better than the last two restaurant groups that
were supplying food – Nature’s
Group and Compass!
We read some posts on the
SANParks forum where half the
people are happy about the new
restaurants and the other half
not. The unhappy people say
they can eat at M&B in their
hometown so they want
something different.
Well it seems that most people
are focused on M&B, Wimpy and
the Cattle Baron restaurants but
another restaurant came in
under the radar! Tindlovu has
been open at Berg en Dal since December 2013 and they have another restaurant at Mopani
with a third in the pipeline.
We ate at Tindlovu and the food is GOOD and the prices are REASONABLE! We would be
happy if these people got all the restaurants throughout the park but we see SANParks strategy
– no more giving all the park restaurants to just one group – now if one misbehaves then can
simply kick them out and give the restaurant to one of the other groups to run. Tindlovu means
Many Elephants. The décor is unchanged because they are focusing first on the food and will
then look at revamping the interiors.

On the next
page is a menu
page showing
the grills and on
the following
page a
photograph of
our Venison
Burger – very
tasty!
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My Venison Burger… looks good, smells good, tastes good!

I’m sure you’re wondering what we saw in those three days in the park with nearly all the gravel
roads closed and even the tar Napi Road closed. Well we had one lion sighting (four male lions
on the Voortrekker Road), one leopard on the Doispan Road and two wild dog sightings on the
S3 and S7 roads, two days in a row…
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Parting Shot...

Safran, the resident Leopard at Lijersdraai Waterhole, Kgalagadi Park
Nikon D3s with 80-400mm zoom lens plus 1.4x TC @ 550mm resting on beanbag
ISO 560, 1/800 sec at f/11
Copyright: Mario Fazekas
To subscribe to this newsletter please click here
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